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CARDS OF PAIN 10 - LUNACARDS OF PAIN 10 - LUNA

Last 2020 Elite Pain movie is another of the beloved Cards of Pain game. The 10th (12th if we consider theLast 2020 Elite Pain movie is another of the beloved Cards of Pain game. The 10th (12th if we consider the
Special Rules and the Duo) and the “victim” is a beautiful Brazilian dark skinned adult performer, theSpecial Rules and the Duo) and the “victim” is a beautiful Brazilian dark skinned adult performer, the
stunning Luna Corazon, in her 1st (and we hope not unique) appearance in a EP movie.stunning Luna Corazon, in her 1st (and we hope not unique) appearance in a EP movie.
Tatjana is the co-host and she is the interpreter, cause Luna speaks English but not Hungarian. We seeTatjana is the co-host and she is the interpreter, cause Luna speaks English but not Hungarian. We see
again the “two faced” Tatjana who is always kind, gentle and encouraging towards the players when sheagain the “two faced” Tatjana who is always kind, gentle and encouraging towards the players when she
has to explain rules and conduct the game (remember Liv’s game?). But we’ll see that this will not last for ahas to explain rules and conduct the game (remember Liv’s game?). But we’ll see that this will not last for a
long…long…
Luna is sweet and beautiful, she looks like a frightened rabbit who doesn’t yet know what precisely willLuna is sweet and beautiful, she looks like a frightened rabbit who doesn’t yet know what precisely will
happen to her. But she soon remember us that she is one of the hottest pornstars of the world when shehappen to her. But she soon remember us that she is one of the hottest pornstars of the world when she
has to undress. In a single gesture, she removes her dress showing us she doesn’t wear panties. Veryhas to undress. In a single gesture, she removes her dress showing us she doesn’t wear panties. Very
comfortable.comfortable.

ROUND 1: 10 Pussy (Stop x2 rest)ROUND 1: 10 Pussy (Stop x2 rest)
Luna starts with the body part she fear most. She chose the smallest amount of strokes, 10, and she isLuna starts with the body part she fear most. She chose the smallest amount of strokes, 10, and she is
very lucky with the card. “Stop x2 rest” means that she can stop whenever she wants but the remainingvery lucky with the card. “Stop x2 rest” means that she can stop whenever she wants but the remaining
strokes are doubled and added to the next round. But with only 10 strokes it is practically an ineffectivestrokes are doubled and added to the next round. But with only 10 strokes it is practically an ineffective
card.card.
The round is without particular top moments. Amanda and Tatjana alternate 5 strokes each one and LunaThe round is without particular top moments. Amanda and Tatjana alternate 5 strokes each one and Luna
try to be determined and strong. Only at 8th stroke she screams a little louder, but nothing particular. Tootry to be determined and strong. Only at 8th stroke she screams a little louder, but nothing particular. Too
many strokes, too little pain, too many hair (I’m not a lover of vintage bush down there) and Tatjanamany strokes, too little pain, too many hair (I’m not a lover of vintage bush down there) and Tatjana
doesn’t even take the long whip. The only interesting thing is her naivety: it’s obvious that she didn’t havedoesn’t even take the long whip. The only interesting thing is her naivety: it’s obvious that she didn’t have
any idea of what she was going to endure (“I thought it was easiest…”) and she really thinks it’s only aany idea of what she was going to endure (“I thought it was easiest…”) and she really thinks it’s only a
game, in which she can easily talk to the domina and ask them to be more gentle. She doesn’t stillgame, in which she can easily talk to the domina and ask them to be more gentle. She doesn’t still
understand she is a sub…understand she is a sub…

ROUND 2: 15 thighs (+10 ALL)ROUND 2: 15 thighs (+10 ALL)
Now a good card (for us, not for her). +10 to all. For this round it means 25 on front thighs.Now a good card (for us, not for her). +10 to all. For this round it means 25 on front thighs.
She is tied to a pole, showing her stretched perfect dark body. She receives the 1st stroke with bravery andShe is tied to a pole, showing her stretched perfect dark body. She receives the 1st stroke with bravery and
defiance, looking Amanda with hate. But it doesn’t last. At the 2nd, her eyes already start to wet. At thedefiance, looking Amanda with hate. But it doesn’t last. At the 2nd, her eyes already start to wet. At the
4th she has to fight to not break in tears and cry. The 6th stroke finally hits her pussy. And she dare to call4th she has to fight to not break in tears and cry. The 6th stroke finally hits her pussy. And she dare to call
Amanda “bitch”. Big mistake. On the next stroke she finally starts to be submissive: “sorry, it was aAmanda “bitch”. Big mistake. On the next stroke she finally starts to be submissive: “sorry, it was a
mistake, sorry”. But the 9th and 10th strokes on her thighs make her cry and shake her legs. Tatjana’smistake, sorry”. But the 9th and 10th strokes on her thighs make her cry and shake her legs. Tatjana’s
turn now. She had looked at the arguing between Luna and Amanda with interested curiosity. Now sheturn now. She had looked at the arguing between Luna and Amanda with interested curiosity. Now she
strikes hard, aiming belly and pussy. Luna’s descent in submissiveness continues (“Sorry, oh sorry” shestrikes hard, aiming belly and pussy. Luna’s descent in submissiveness continues (“Sorry, oh sorry” she
repeats continuously) and now tears and cries with wide eyes are always present. When Amanda comesrepeats continuously) and now tears and cries with wide eyes are always present. When Amanda comes
back for the last 5 strokes, Luna finally break in tears and pain, crying “I’m sorry” almost at each lash. Aback for the last 5 strokes, Luna finally break in tears and pain, crying “I’m sorry” almost at each lash. A
good round, but I’m not a lover of front thighs whipping and too many lashes went to the pussy (COP 8good round, but I’m not a lover of front thighs whipping and too many lashes went to the pussy (COP 8
was better in this). But at least Luna’s dark skin starts to bleed near the pussy, leaving her in extreme pain.was better in this). But at least Luna’s dark skin starts to bleed near the pussy, leaving her in extreme pain.
She tries to point it out to the host, but the simple answer is “well, it happens”. She accepts withoutShe tries to point it out to the host, but the simple answer is “well, it happens”. She accepts without
arguing. Now she has understood where she is.arguing. Now she has understood where she is.

ROUND 3: 30 boobs (switch).ROUND 3: 30 boobs (switch).
And now, the most interesting round.And now, the most interesting round.
Luna reveals the boobs card. She had chosen 30 strokes, now 40 for the “+10 all” card. But she is veryLuna reveals the boobs card. She had chosen 30 strokes, now 40 for the “+10 all” card. But she is very
lucky: switch card. She could chose between Amanda and Tatjana but… but Tatjana cheats. Explaining thelucky: switch card. She could chose between Amanda and Tatjana but… but Tatjana cheats. Explaining the
rules to the player, she says that she has to whip Amanda. Not a mention to the possibility that Luna canrules to the player, she says that she has to whip Amanda. Not a mention to the possibility that Luna can
chose her too. So, when the cheating is revealed by an enraged Amanda, Tatjana is chosen for thechose her too. So, when the cheating is revealed by an enraged Amanda, Tatjana is chosen for the
punishment. Finally we can see the sadist and beautiful Tatjana on the right side of the whip! She ispunishment. Finally we can see the sadist and beautiful Tatjana on the right side of the whip! She is
“crucified” naked, with her beautiful tits exposed for the whipping. Damn, WHAT A PERFECT BODY she“crucified” naked, with her beautiful tits exposed for the whipping. Damn, WHAT A PERFECT BODY she
has!! A wonderful vision of a perfect body blonde with perfect tits, tied and ready for a punishment.has!! A wonderful vision of a perfect body blonde with perfect tits, tied and ready for a punishment.
After two very weak tries by a terrified Luna, the punishment is executed by Amanda. Tatjana is defiantAfter two very weak tries by a terrified Luna, the punishment is executed by Amanda. Tatjana is defiant
and strong, but already at the 3rd stroke we finally see her in pain (I immortalized her 1st painand strong, but already at the 3rd stroke we finally see her in pain (I immortalized her 1st pain
expression).expression).

But she immediately recover not to show it, and continues defying Amanda. By the 6th is now impossibleBut she immediately recover not to show it, and continues defying Amanda. By the 6th is now impossible
for her not to cry at each strike, even if she again defies Amanda. But at the 15 she breaks in tears. It’sfor her not to cry at each strike, even if she again defies Amanda. But at the 15 she breaks in tears. It’s
always a (perverted, strange, sadist, I know) pleasure seeing the sub in her gradual and progressivealways a (perverted, strange, sadist, I know) pleasure seeing the sub in her gradual and progressive
“descent” into breaking, and seeing it in a harsh and cruel domina has something special. On the 16th she“descent” into breaking, and seeing it in a harsh and cruel domina has something special. On the 16th she
nearly loses strength on her knees and she bend them. But she again defies Amanda, who now strikesnearly loses strength on her knees and she bend them. But she again defies Amanda, who now strikes
stronger. Luna look at them with terrified expression. “Where have I stepped in?” she seems to ask. Thestronger. Luna look at them with terrified expression. “Where have I stepped in?” she seems to ask. The
22nd stroke is perfectly aimed to Tatjana’s left nipple, who shakes, scream and cries in pain. “Luna, in the22nd stroke is perfectly aimed to Tatjana’s left nipple, who shakes, scream and cries in pain. “Luna, in the
next round I’ll kill you” she shouts in tears. Luna’s terrified expression is priceless.next round I’ll kill you” she shouts in tears. Luna’s terrified expression is priceless.

24th stoke seems to be very painful, and the 27th hits again her left nipple. Around 30th stroke her nipple24th stoke seems to be very painful, and the 27th hits again her left nipple. Around 30th stroke her nipple
is again hit and she loses count so that Amanda can add more strokes, at 35th she admits in tears that sheis again hit and she loses count so that Amanda can add more strokes, at 35th she admits in tears that she
can’t take more. But she can’t leave, rules are clear. Again her nipple is hit and dark red blood startscan’t take more. But she can’t leave, rules are clear. Again her nipple is hit and dark red blood starts
flowing out of it. The last 4 strokes are suffered with loud scream, cries and tears.flowing out of it. The last 4 strokes are suffered with loud scream, cries and tears.
We always dreamt of Tatjana as sub since the 1st time we saw her, and this round is a real pleasure. HerWe always dreamt of Tatjana as sub since the 1st time we saw her, and this round is a real pleasure. Her
reactions are perfect, she is defiant, but she cries and screams in extreme pain jolting and squirming likereactions are perfect, she is defiant, but she cries and screams in extreme pain jolting and squirming like
few other girls. On of the best round ever.few other girls. On of the best round ever.

ROUND 4: 30 back (+15)ROUND 4: 30 back (+15)
Luna choses her back. Her 30 strokes are already become 40 for the “+10 all” card picked on round 2, butLuna choses her back. Her 30 strokes are already become 40 for the “+10 all” card picked on round 2, but
they become 55 after she reveals the “+15” card. So, 55 strokes on her back. Tatjana, in full rage, is thethey become 55 after she reveals the “+15” card. So, 55 strokes on her back. Tatjana, in full rage, is the
first. By the 7th stroke Luna already starts to cry and scream in extreme pain. But the best part of thefirst. By the 7th stroke Luna already starts to cry and scream in extreme pain. But the best part of the
round is around 20-25th strokes when she clearly breaks mentally and insult twice Tatjana as bitch andround is around 20-25th strokes when she clearly breaks mentally and insult twice Tatjana as bitch and
crazy. The first time she denies and tells Tatjana “no, you’re amazing, amazing” but the 2nd one ancrazy. The first time she denies and tells Tatjana “no, you’re amazing, amazing” but the 2nd one an
enraged Tatjana pull her by the chin, calling her “bitch”. The tension is high, Luna has clearly hit herenraged Tatjana pull her by the chin, calling her “bitch”. The tension is high, Luna has clearly hit her
mental limit and continues saying “I’m sorry” each time the domina try to provoke her. Every stroke leavesmental limit and continues saying “I’m sorry” each time the domina try to provoke her. Every stroke leaves
her in a mask of teats and pain. The last 5 strokes are only tears and scream, with a final, liberatingher in a mask of teats and pain. The last 5 strokes are only tears and scream, with a final, liberating
scream at the end of 55th.scream at the end of 55th.
Extreme pain and high mental tension: the core of Elite Pain.Extreme pain and high mental tension: the core of Elite Pain.

FINAL ROUND: 15 ass (Dom’s choice reset)FINAL ROUND: 15 ass (Dom’s choice reset)
Final round. The 15 stokes on ass are 25 for the “+10 all” but Luna picks “dom’s choice reset”. The dominaFinal round. The 15 stokes on ass are 25 for the “+10 all” but Luna picks “dom’s choice reset”. The domina
(Amanda) can choose to repeat whatever round she wants. And she obviously choses the 55 on back. Luna(Amanda) can choose to repeat whatever round she wants. And she obviously choses the 55 on back. Luna
surrender because she knows she can’t effort it. At the final question “will you come back in our game” shesurrender because she knows she can’t effort it. At the final question “will you come back in our game” she
firmly refuses saying “sorry, but you are crazy, you have mental problems, as your psycho friendfirmly refuses saying “sorry, but you are crazy, you have mental problems, as your psycho friend
(Tatjana)”.(Tatjana)”.

MY COMMENT:MY COMMENT:
Well, I can judge this film as “one of the biggest wasted opportunity for a total masterpiece”. And not forWell, I can judge this film as “one of the biggest wasted opportunity for a total masterpiece”. And not for
Pedro’s fault (maybe only for a thing) but for the unlucky sequence of cards.Pedro’s fault (maybe only for a thing) but for the unlucky sequence of cards.
Too few strokes on pussy round, maybe the round that better “qualify” a movie. Wonderful the switchToo few strokes on pussy round, maybe the round that better “qualify” a movie. Wonderful the switch
round with Tatjana, but I prefer the switch card when the sub is not particularly beautiful. For example, Iround with Tatjana, but I prefer the switch card when the sub is not particularly beautiful. For example, I
hoped in switch during Liv’s or Yasmine’s COP (even if I hoped she could chose Tatjana) but a switch in ahoped in switch during Liv’s or Yasmine’s COP (even if I hoped she could chose Tatjana) but a switch in a
game with a beautiful girl is a punishment less for her. Raise the hand whoever wanted to see Luna’sgame with a beautiful girl is a punishment less for her. Raise the hand whoever wanted to see Luna’s
perfect dark tits whipped. For Tatjana’s boobs we could have time for other games, but maybe we’ll neverperfect dark tits whipped. For Tatjana’s boobs we could have time for other games, but maybe we’ll never
see Luna’s tits round. And then the final card who forces Luna to surrender before the punishment. Assee Luna’s tits round. And then the final card who forces Luna to surrender before the punishment. As
result, she totally received less than 100 strokes (for me a watershed, a girl MUST receive AT LEAST 100result, she totally received less than 100 strokes (for me a watershed, a girl MUST receive AT LEAST 100
strokes in such a game) in only 3 rounds on 5 and with only one round on 5 with extreme difficulties.strokes in such a game) in only 3 rounds on 5 and with only one round on 5 with extreme difficulties.
Maybe this time Pedro should have come in and propose to repeat the tits round, but on Luna. Maybe sheMaybe this time Pedro should have come in and propose to repeat the tits round, but on Luna. Maybe she
could accept, or at least she could try and receive some strokes that could stripe her beautiful tits. And ifcould accept, or at least she could try and receive some strokes that could stripe her beautiful tits. And if
you say “but it’s not fair towards other players that couldn’t have a 2nd chance” I answer that there are A-you say “but it’s not fair towards other players that couldn’t have a 2nd chance” I answer that there are A-
rated players and B-rated players, and Luna is an A, like Zazie, Lyen or Linda (or Ariel). And I still believerated players and B-rated players, and Luna is an A, like Zazie, Lyen or Linda (or Ariel). And I still believe
that Pedro’s choice to refuse that Linda could continue after she picked her last card in her COP 2 hasthat Pedro’s choice to refuse that Linda could continue after she picked her last card in her COP 2 has
been one of the greates errors in EP history. I think that randomness of the game, sometime, must be abeen one of the greates errors in EP history. I think that randomness of the game, sometime, must be a
little manipulated by Pedro’s wisdom, like it happened in Zazie’s Wheel of Pain.little manipulated by Pedro’s wisdom, like it happened in Zazie’s Wheel of Pain.
So this movie cannot receive the same grade of the masterpieces, but the Tatjana’s ordeal and theSo this movie cannot receive the same grade of the masterpieces, but the Tatjana’s ordeal and the
presence of Luna place it anyway in a high rage.presence of Luna place it anyway in a high rage.
FINAL GRADE: A - - (-)FINAL GRADE: A - - (-)
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THank you for this very interesting review!THank you for this very interesting review!
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